INTRODUCTION
There is renewed interest in high speed (supersonic and hypersonic) aircrafts (ref. 1); NASA is presently studying possible engine cycles and the corresponding required technology for these cycles. One cycle that is being considered is the airturbo ramjet (ATR) (ref. 2) . The ATR has a compressor necessary for thrust at low Mach numbers. The compressor is driven by a turbine supplied with a relatively cool fuel-rich gas from a gas generator. The fuel-rich gas mixes with the compressor discharge air after the turbine and is burned.
This combination of turbine, gas generator, and compressor enables this engine to takeoff and accelerate to cruise at Mach 5.
A parametric cycle study of an ATR using a liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen gas generator was performed to determine the effects of the compressor pressure ratio, compressor efficiency, turbine efficiency, turbine inlet temperature, gas-generator design pressure, and gas-generator mass flow on thrust and specific impulse at Mach 5 cruise. The ranges of these parameters are given in table I.
The gas-generator mass flow is not a parameter varied directly, gasgenerator mass flow varies to match turbine flow area and the amount of work required to drive the turbine to operate the compressor. The inlet-air mass flow was a constant for all engines at similar flight conditions. The following weights were also estimated for these engines: the compressor weights from
